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The mission of the Society for Scholarly Publishing (SSP) is "to advance scholarly publishing and communication, and
the professional development of its members through education, collaboration, and networking.".

The chat client requires that you have enabled Javascript in your browser. To enable Javascript, follow these
instuctions. It is academically dishonest and compromises not just your reputation but indirectly the integrity
of others. Plagiarism is not the same thing as copyright. Violating copyright is a legal concept, plagiarism is an
ethical concept; you can commit plagiarism without violating copyright and, you can violate copyright without
committing plagiarism. Organizing your work and keeping careful notes will help you avoid committing
plagiarism. If you take away all other forms of government people will natural create a democracy. According
to Thomas Paine, in the absence of any other form of government people would create a democracy. Thomas
Paine said that he offered simple fact, plain arguments and common sense. Thomas Paine said that he "offered
simple fact, plain arguments and common sense. Because Europe has so many kingdoms when England is at
war with one of them American trade is ruined because of her connection with England. The first modern
journalist was Thomas Paine because of the way he used media. Reuse of your own content such as text,
charts or graphs, without attribution. This is considered plagiarism because it does not credit the original
source and misleads readers into believing this new, original, content. This may also be a copyright violation
because you as the author may have given your copyright to the publisher. Your publisher agreement may
have specific limits on the amount of content that can be reused and, how to give attribution. Avoiding
Plagiarism Digital content, e. Make the same point in your own words as if you were explaining it to someone.
When it comes time to write your paper you WILL be that other person. Start a rough outline and include
quotes AS quotes along with a note on why that quote is important to your argument. DO NOT copy and paste
large chunks of text as a start to your paper. Defining and Avoiding Plagiarism: Where are they Now? As
faculty it is our responsibility to investigate suspected plagiarism and take corrective action including
reporting violations of the Notre Dame Honor Code. Tools for detecting plagiarism: Dogpile searches across
Bing, Yahoo and Google simultaneously. Terms and Definitions Self-plagiarism: This is considered
plagiarism because it does not credit the original source and misleads readers into believing this original new
to that publication content. Common Knowledge does not to be documented. Fair use allows us to perform
many common research and publication tasks without the permission. In the United States intellectual
property includes patent, copyright, trademark and, trade secret. Of those only trade secret is NOT protected
by law. While recognized in many international statues it is not specifically addressed in US law. An example
of a moral right is the right to have your name associated with your work. Paraphrasing is a restatement,
according to M. Presenting a section of work, verbatim. Quotes should be enclosed with quote marks "quote
text" and given attribution. Quoting passages or reusing charts etc. Reusing Content--how much is allowed? Is
this in the Public Domain? The International Association of STM Publishers has specific guidelines for how
much of a previously published work yours or someone else can be reused without permission from the
publisher and, how it should be cited. Your use may still be considered fair use and allowed under the
copyright law. Published under a Creative Commons License? At a minimum, a student found responsible for
an Honor Code violation usually fails the assignment in question. A more serious offense may result in failure
of an entire course. Academic Code of Honor, Notre Dame.
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The mission of the Society for Scholarly Publishing (SSP) is to advance scholarly publishing and communication, and
the professional development of its members through education, collaboration, and networking.

Academic peer review Peer review is a central concept for most academic publishing; other scholars in a field
must find a work sufficiently high in quality for it to merit publication. A secondary benefit of the process is
an indirect guard against plagiarism since reviewers are usually familiar with the sources consulted by the
author s. The origins of routine peer review for submissions dates to when the Royal Society of London took
over official responsibility for Philosophical Transactions. However, there were some earlier examples.
Perhaps the most widely recognized failing of peer review is its inability to ensure the identification of
high-quality work. Experimental studies show the problem exists in peer reviewing. The process of peer
review is organized by the journal editor and is complete when the content of the article, together with any
associated images or figures, are accepted for publication. The peer review process is increasingly managed
online, through the use of proprietary systems, commercial software packages, or open source and free
software. The production process, controlled by a production editor or publisher, then takes an article through
copy editing , typesetting , inclusion in a specific issue of a journal, and then printing and online publication.
With modern digital submission in formats such as PDF , this photographing step is no longer necessary,
though the term is still sometimes used. The author will review and correct proofs at one or more stages in the
production process. The proof correction cycle has historically been labour-intensive as handwritten comments
by authors and editors are manually transcribed by a proof reader onto a clean version of the proof. In the early
21st century, this process was streamlined by the introduction of e-annotations in Microsoft Word , Adobe
Acrobat , and other programs, but it still remained a time-consuming and error-prone process. The full
automation of the proof correction cycles has only become possible with the onset of online collaborative
writing platforms, such as Authorea , Google Docs , and various others, where a remote service oversees the
copy-editing interactions of multiple authors and exposes them as explicit, actionable historic events. Citation
Academic authors cite sources they have used, in order to support their assertions and arguments and to help
readers find more information on the subject. It also gives credit to authors whose work they use and helps
avoid plagiarism. Each scholarly journal uses a specific format for citations also known as references. The
CMS style uses footnotes at the bottom of page to help readers locate the sources. Publishing by discipline[
edit ] Main article: Technical reports , for minor research results and engineering and design work including
computer software , round out the primary literature. Secondary sources in the sciences include articles in
review journals which provide a synthesis of research articles on a topic to highlight advances and new lines
of research , and books for large projects, broad arguments, or compilations of articles. Tertiary sources might
include encyclopedias and similar works intended for broad public consumption or academic libraries. A
partial exception to scientific publication practices is in many fields of applied science, particularly that of U.
An equally prestigious site of publication within U. Some fields, like economics, may have very "hard" or
highly quantitative standards for publication, much like the natural sciences. Others, like anthropology or
sociology, emphasize field work and reporting on first-hand observation as well as quantitative work. Some
social science fields, such as public health or demography , have significant shared interests with professions
like law and medicine , and scholars in these fields often also publish in professional magazines. The arrival of
online publishing opportunities has radically transformed the economics of the field and the shape of the
future is controversial. Unlike the sciences, research is most often an individual process and is seldom
supported by large grants. Journals rarely make profits and are typically run by university departments. In
many fields, such as literature and history, several published articles are typically required for a first
tenure-track job, and a published or forthcoming book is now often required before tenure. Some critics
complain that this de facto system has emerged without thought to its consequences; they claim that the
predictable result is the publication of much shoddy work, as well as unreasonable demands on the already
limited research time of young scholars. Some scholars have called for a publication subvention of a few
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thousand dollars to be associated with each graduate student fellowship or new tenure-track hire, in order to
alleviate the financial pressure on journals. Open access journals[ edit ] Main article: Open access journal An
alternative to the subscription model of journal publishing is the open access journal model, which typically
involves a publication charge being paid by the author. Most open access journals remove all the financial,
technical, and legal barriers that limit access to academic materials to paying customers. Open access has been
criticized on quality grounds, as the desire to maximize publishing fees could cause some journals to relax the
standard of peer review. It may be criticized on financial grounds as well because the necessary publication
fees have proven to be higher than originally expected. Open access advocates generally reply that because
open access is as much based on peer reviewing as traditional publishing, the quality should be the same
recognizing that both traditional and open access journals have a range of quality. It has also been argued that
good science done by academic institutions who cannot afford to pay for open access might not get published
at all, but most open access journals permit the waiver of the fee for financial hardship or authors in
underdeveloped countries. In any case, all authors have the option of self-archiving their articles in their
institutional repositories in order to make them open access , whether or not they publish them in a journal. If
they publish in a Hybrid open access journal , authors pay a subscription journal a publication fee to make
their individual article open access. The other articles in such hybrid journals are either made available after a
delay or remain available only by subscription. Proponents of open access suggest that such moves by
corporate publishers illustrate that open access, or a mix of open access and traditional publishing, can be
financially viable, and evidence to that effect is emerging[ citation needed ]. The fraction of the authors of a
hybrid open access journal that make use of its open access option can, however, be small. It also remains
unclear whether this is practical in fields outside the sciences, where there is much less availability of outside
funding. In , several funding agencies , including the Wellcome Trust and several divisions of the Research
Councils in the UK announced the availability of extra funding to their grantees for such open access journal
publication fees. In May , the Council for the European Union agreed that from all scientific publications as a
result of publicly funded research must be freely available. It also must be able to optimally reuse research
data. To achieve that, the data must be made accessible, unless there are well-founded reasons for not doing
so, for example, intellectual property rights or security or privacy issues. Although the large majority of
scientific output and academic documents are produced in developed countries, the rate of growth in these
countries has stabilized and is much smaller than the growth rate in some of the developing countries. The
fastest scientific output growth rate over the last two decades has been in the Middle East and Asia with Iran
leading with an fold increase followed by the Republic of Korea, Turkey, Cyprus, China, and Oman. The
remaining countries contributed less than 2. The report predicted that China would overtake the United States
sometime before , possibly as early as
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The Journal of Scholarly Publishing addresses the age-old problems in publishing as well as the new challenges
resulting from changes in technology and funding. Some articles suggest ways to get effectively published in books and
journals, while others address such topics as editorial and publishing.

An interview on paywalls and open access with NIH Director Francis Collins and inventor Jack Andraka The
main reason authors make their articles openly accessible is to maximize their research impact. The result was
a replication of the repeatedly reported open access citation advantage, with the advantage being equal in size
and significance whether the open access was self-selected or mandated. In , the NIH Public Access Policy ,
an open access mandate was put into law, and required that research papers describing research funded by the
National Institutes of Health must be available to the public free through PubMed Central within 12 months of
publication. Universities[ edit ] A growing number of universities are providing institutional repositories in
which their researchers can deposit their published articles. Some open access advocates believe that
institutional repositories will play a very important role in responding to open access mandates from funders.
The immediate and barrier-free online dissemination of scholarly research resulting in faster growth of new
knowledge, increased impact of research, and improved return on public research investments Developing and
implementing institutional open access policies Sharing experiences and best practices in the development and
implementation of Open Access Policies with individuals at institutions interested in cultivating cultures of
open access Fostering a more open scholarly communication system through cultural and legislative change at
the local, national, and international levels [87] In , the Harvard Open Access Project released its guide to
good practices for university open-access policies, [88] focusing on rights-retention policies that allow
universities to distribute faculty research without seeking permission from publishers. The awareness raising
activities of the AOASG include presentations, workshops, blogs, and a webinar series on open access issues.
These librarians believe that open access promises to remove both the price barriers and the permission
barriers that undermine library efforts to provide access to the scholarly record, [92] as well as helping to
address the serials crisis. Many library associations have either signed major open access declarations, or
created their own. The Canadian Association of Research Libraries has a program [97] to develop institutional
repositories at all Canadian university libraries. An increasing number of libraries provide hosting services for
open access journals. One of the arguments for public access to the scholarly literature is that most of the
research is paid for by taxpayers through government grants , who therefore have a right to access the results
of what they have funded. This is one of the primary reasons for the creation of advocacy groups such as The
Alliance for Taxpayer Access in the US. Additionally, professionals in many fields may be interested in
continuing education in the research literature of their field, and many businesses and academic institutions
cannot afford to purchase articles from or subscriptions to much of the research literature that is published
under a toll access model. Even those who do not read scholarly articles benefit indirectly from open access.
As argued by open access advocates, open access speeds research progress, productivity, and knowledge
translation. Faster discoveries benefit everyone. High school and junior college students can gain the
information literacy skills critical for the knowledge age. Critics of the various open access initiatives claim
that there is little evidence that a significant amount of scientific literature is currently unavailable to those
who would benefit from it. Open access online, by contrast is faster, often immediate, making it more suitable
than interlibrary loan for fast-paced research. Low-income countries[ edit ] In developing nations, open access
archiving and publishing acquires a unique importance. Scientists, health care professionals, and institutions in
developing nations often do not have the capital necessary to access scholarly literature, although schemes
exist to give them access for little or no cost. For example, individual researchers may not register as users
unless their institution has access, [] and several countries that one might expect to have access do not have
access at all not even "low-cost" access e. Bioline International , a non-profit organization dedicated to helping
publishers in developing countries is a collaboration of people in the UK, Canada, and Brazil; the Bioline
International Software is used around the world. Research Papers in Economics RePEc , is a collaborative
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effort of over volunteers in 45 countries. The Public Knowledge Project in Canada developed the open source
publishing software Open Journal Systems OJS , which is now in use around the world, for example by the
African Journals Online group, and one of the most active development groups is Portuguese. This
international perspective has resulted in advocacy for the development of open-source appropriate technology
and the necessary open access to relevant information for sustainable development. For example, in , a hoax
paper generated by a computer program was accepted for publication by a major publisher under the
author-pays-for-publication model. In addition, the faked paper was not published in subscription journals as a
control. This effect has been diminishing though since , reflecting the emergence of high quality professional
open access publishers such as PLOS and BioMed Central. Scholarly journal publishers that support
pay-for-access claim that the "gatekeeper" role they play, maintaining a scholarly reputation, arranging for
peer review, and editing and indexing articles, require economic resources that are not supplied under an open
access model. Opponents claim that open access is not necessary to ensure fair access for developing nations;
differential pricing or financial aid from developed countries or institutions can make access to proprietary
journals affordable. Some critics also point out the lack of funding for author fees. May Extent[ edit ]
Development of open access Further information: For an additional In medicine, biochemistry and chemistry
gold publishing in open access journals was more common than author self-archiving. In all other fields
self-archiving was more common. In , there were approximately 4, active open access journals, publishing
around , articles.
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December 1, - Wheatridge, CO - The Society for Scholarly Publishing (SSP) is collaborating with Arnoud de Kemp to
organize the APE Pre-Conference in Berlin, Germany, on January 15, Academic Publishing in Europe (APE) is an
independent, multidisciplinary conference established in to be an ongoing international debate.

Mozilla â€¦ Most of these are cash-starved, and find innovative ways to generate enough income to make their
primary products free and Open. The C21 makes the sharing knowledge communities possible. And you can
start to be a C21 citizen at a very early age. The knowledge century is a wonderful place to live. So how is it
broken? If you know and love Github or Stackoverflow use them as a comparison of the wonderful against the
broken. I am not going to apportion blame to publishers, libraries, authors, funders. They have all, wittingly or
unwittingly contributed to one of the most dysfunctional knowledge systems on the planet. I have been
attacked for it. We are being deprived of it. Most of those are passive. They get told what to do. Citizens â€”
doctors, teachers, politicians, businesses, taxi-drivers are excluded. Until taxi-drivers have a right to be
involved in scholarship we are a divisive society. That money could be used for research, could be used for
teaching. Stackoverflow manages 10 million questions. Some papers take years to appear. Postings to
repositories take fractions of a second. But many publishers take years to publish a paper. It destroys the real
purpose of publication. I believe that science requires that you tell the world not an elite â€” fully not in
summary:
5: Scholarly publishing books online
Attitudes toward Open Access, Open Peer Review, and Altmetrics among Contributors to Spanish Scholarly Journals
Francisco Segado-Boj, Juan MartÃn-Quevedo, Juan JosÃ© Prieto-GutiÃ©rrez 50(1), pp. 48 -

6: Open access - Wikipedia
"Scholarly Publishing at the Crossroads: How Did We Get Here, and What are the Ways Forward?" Jerome E.
Singerman (PhD, Harvard) is the senior humanities editor at the University of Pennsylvania Press.

7: Scientific & Academic Publishing: Home
Scholarly publishing is broken Posted on April 30, by pm Many of you will already have read of Science Magazine's
account of Sci-Hub, the "pirate" site for scholarly publications.

8: Project MUSE - The Journal of Scholarly Publishing : Continuing and Enhancing the Tradition
Academic Code of Honor, Notre Dame The Notre Dame Academic Code of Honor expresses our common commitment
and moral responsibility to accurately represent the contributions of every individual. It also delineates the policies and
procedures associated with violations of the code.

9: Academic publishing - Wikipedia
Academic publishing is the subfield of publishing which distributes academic research and scholarship. Most academic
work is published in academic journal article, book or thesis form.
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